Part 1: Look at this picture of Snoopy. What is he doing to “keep it clean, keep it green”?

KEEP IT CLEAN, KEEP IT GREEN.

Part 2: How can we help take care of the Earth? Fill in the missing vowels in the words below to find out what we can all do. Remember: The vowels are a, e, i, o, and u.

1. R __ D __ C __
2. R __ __ S __
3. R __ C Y C L __
4. C __ N S __ R V __
5. P L __ N T
6. __ S __ L __ S S W __ T __ R
7. S __ V __ __ N __ R G Y

Families, let Snoopy inspire you! Think about what you are doing to care for the Earth. Then, implement a plan to try something new, such as start a composting pile, or turn down the heat by a couple of degrees.